The hour is late, Shabbos is approaching fast, and you are sitting in
bumper-to-bumper traffic. Barring a miracle of kefitzas haderech,
there is no way to reach your destination without violating the
Shabbos.
- Your flight was delayed. The plane will be landing too close to
the Shabbos z'man. There's not enough time to get to your
destination!
- You're lost on the road and don't know how to get back.
- Your car is having mechanical problems or was involved in an
accident and needs to be towed, and It's almost Shabbos…
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Be Prepared!
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HACHESED, LAKEWOOD CHAVEIRIM
LEAVE ON TIME: Allow yourself double the amount of time it would
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and SHVIL HAYASHAR in partnership
normally take.
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with SHABBAT.COM. Dispatchers
Verify traffic conditions before leaving.
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are on call from approx three (3)
Avoid traffic violations such as speeding , cell phones and seat belts.
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Be sure that your registration, insurance and license are valid and up
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people who are stranded, stuck on
to date.
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the road, at the airport, or elseHave your car checked for safety by your mechanic before leaving on
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where. ESHP currently covers the
long trips.
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East Coast. Lakewood Chaveirim
If you are stuck in traffic or any unforeseen situation, contact us
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coordinates the state of New Jersey,
immediately. Don't wait till the last minute!!
and Shvil Hayashar coordinates the
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Our dedicated dispatchers will collect important details from the
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caller, ensure your safety, and set you up in time for Shabbos.
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They can:

718.705.5000 x22

Provide directions to your destination
Send a local car service if necessary
Find a host family nearby
Guide you to a nearby reputable hotel, motel or lodging
Arrange for food to be delivered to where you will be
staying (currently in the process of being established)

Though they cannot guarantee that a host can always be found,
they will do their best to get you to a safe place for Shabbos.
Please note: This service is for true emergencies only. If you
simply need a place to stay for Shabbos, you can contact
www.shabbat.com they will be happy to help you. They have a
registry of thousands of hosts worldwide willing to welcome you
for shabbos.
The Kol Hachesed Hotline, 718-705-5000, will also connect you to
a plethora of Jewish Chesed Programs, and emergency numbers
nationwide, including Hatzolah, Chaveirim, Shomrim, and other
important community services and organizations. The system
currently provides important information for patients and their
families at 30 hospitals in the tri-state area, including the Catskill
Mountains, plus much more.
If you have any comments or suggestions, or would like to
volunteer, sponsor or make a donation you may email at
Shabbos@chesedcentral.org.
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